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Jensen proved [2] that provided 0 # does not exist the following covering lemma 
holds: Suppose X is an uncountable set of ordinals. Then there is Y ~ L such that 
X c_ Y at,~d ~= ~F. 
This implies that the singular cardinal problem has a wholly negative solution: 
for example if 2~,,=R,~+1 for all n<(o  then 2~=R~+~. 
The present paper introduces a model K (the core model) with the property 
that, provided there is no inner model of the universe with a measurable cardinal, 
the covering lemma holds with L replaced by K. We t:an also show that provided 
0* does not exist either the covering lemma holds over L u for some U such that 
LU~ U a normal measure, 
or it holds over L u'c where C is a Prikry sequence for U. Since L u ~GCH and 
Lu'C~GCH the result on the singular cardinal problem holds provided 0* does 
not exist. 
Tile core model K is not absolute, as indicated by two examples: if 0 # does not 
exist, then K = L;  but if 0 ~ exists but 0 ~# does not, then K = L[0#]. It is true, 
however, that K M = MAK,  for any inner model M. K will contain 'all the sharps' 
in the universe; but may in general be larger than the model obtained by iterating 
the # operation through the ordinals. However, there is an upper limit to its size: 
K ~ 'there is no inner model with a measurable cardinal'. In fact suppose L u is an 
inner model with ~ a measurable cardinal; then ~(K)fq L t := ~(K)f3 K; so iterat- 
ing L u to models L u, with U~ normal on K~ 
K=~LU,, 
Unfortunately this nice zharacterisation is absent precisely when we want it; so 
that the general definition uses the alternative property that K is the unio~a of 
'mice'. A mouse M can be thought of as a set model of V=L t~ with all it~ :'ated 
uttrapowers well-founded m:d such that, if M =Jf f  and U is normal on ~(, then 
@(~) N l~+a ~ J~. The technical definition requires an extra clause- see Definition 
54. The simplest mouse arises as follows: let {K~: i<~} be the canonical indiscer- 
nibles for L given by 0 #. 
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Let K=~.,. Let U.-=[Xe~P(v,)nL:(3j)(Vi>/,i<oo)K~EX}. Then i~, l  is a 
mouse. Indeed 0#~ u u J~+~'\J~.,.~. All sharps can be seen in this way as mice; but not 
all mice arise .t?rom sharps, in general. 
Whereas the fine-structure of L is based on its decomposition i to .t,, which are 
in a trivial sense linearly ordered, all that we can say of K is that it is the union of 
mice and that two mice M, N have the property: there are iterates iV/, N of Mr, N 
respectively such that either MeN or M=N or NeM.  So the mice are linearly 
ordered in a weaker sense. Yet atm,~st all of the fine-structure of L can be 
generalized to Ki The most obvious failure. • of general~sation is the inequality of 
the three definitions of projectum (p, ~, 3') in [5.]; only 3' is relevant. For fine- 
structure the essential property turns out to be acceptability (see Section 2), a 
form of GCH; this is sufficient o give the upward and downward extension of 
embeddings lemmas in any relative constructibility hiera~'chy. But these general 
results are not proved here. 
This paper introduces the core model. The covering lemma will appear in a 
subsequent paper. 
The nature of the material has prevented us from giving references for many 
results; often we have slightly adapted an existing theorem to mice. But the extent 
of our debt to others who work on measurable cardinal~; will be apparent: the 
system of Section 3 is adapted from Kunen f6], the material on acceptability in 
Sections 2 and 5 is derived from Silver's proof of GCH in L u (see [7]), and the 
notion of a mouse was suggested by another paper of Silver [8]. We were 
particularly fortunate in being able to read Sotovay's notes ot~ the fine struct~tre of 
L u (see [9]), and the theory of Sections 2-5 relies heavily on Solovay's work 
Reader~; of [3] will find that the theo~)' in this paper differs somewhat from that 
presentation. Were we writing the paper today it would diffe, r still more; the 
generalisation of these results to models with many measures or extenders has 
revealed to us many simplifications that could be made in this paper and many 
arguments that help reveal the structure of the model. But an account of this work 
has been owing now for 4 years and we feel th, i  the importance of presenting 
some version, however, inadequate, should outweigh the temptation to continue 
tampering wiih d~e proof. 
In the course of 4 years we have, of course, run up considerable debts to those 
of our colleagues who have soldiered through our earlier written versions. Keith 
Dev!in and Lee Stanley have provided us with o~ aprehensive lists of errors--  
some substantial ones included--and persuaded us ~o rewrite parts of the paper. 
The list of others who have read and reread inter~_,Jiate versions has grown iong; 
we have benefitted from many of their observations. 
Dodd was supervised by Robin Gandy, whose thorough knowledge of logical 
folklore was invaluable and whose insistence on clear proofs saved his earlier 
version from total obscurity; and he was supported by the Science Research 
Council and the DAAD. Jensen was enabled to produce his earlier draft by the 
hospitality of Ken McAioon and the University of Paris. Jens Erik Fenstad and 
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Dag Normann arranged the typing of the mat mseript in Os~o and spotted errors in 
the manuscript. The referee suggested Changes of detail and of presentation, as will 
be apparer, t to those who have seen the typescript of this paper. To all of these we 
here record our thanks. 
1. Preliminaries 
Definition 1.1. A function is rudimentary in A iff it is finitely generated by 
(a)-(f): 
(a) f (x )  = x~, 
(b) f(x) = x, \ xj, 
(c) f(x) =.~ {x,, x,}, 
(d) f(x) = h(g(x)). 
(f) [ (x )  = x~ f3 A .  
rudA(x)=the closure of xU{x} under functicms rud in A. By [5] the rudA 
functions have a finite basis G~ . . . . .  Fs, F a. Let 
s,x(u) = u U 6 F';u2UFA"u2. 
S~ (m = s~, (u U{u}). 
Definition 1.2. 
!J2. ,t = rudA (t.12t), 
I32I= U t JA, ()t al imit),  
~x<A 
J2 = (tJ2l, A O IJ2t), 
S,9 =9~, 
SL ,  '= £,(s2), 
$2 = U S~) (~. a limit). 
Hence IJ2t = S2~,. L A = U~,o ,  J2. 
J ) .  $2 are defined analogously for sequences. 
This section gives results whose proofs are either standard or easy generaliza- 
tion N results in L (see [5]). 
(1) There is a £~(J2) map ~f , ,a onto J2. 
(2) (.l~: 7,<~) is £~(J2). 
(3) There is a well-order elation <~;,, XI(J2) on J2. 
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Whenever we say 'least' without qualification, it is least in the sense of <j.? that 
is meant. 
(4) The relation {x:J2~cp~(x)} is N:(J2). Here and elsewhere {~P~}~o, is a 
standard enumeration of the X~ formulae. 
(5) There is a -Y~ Skolem function hj2 for Jff. 
(6) If R is a X~(J2) relation, thcre is a Z~(J2) function that uniformises R. 
We often use M, N to represent structures of the form J~. 
N~(X) means 'Z~ over M with parameters from X'.  
XI(M) means X)~(M) unless specified otherwise. 
In cases where ambiguity may arise 
IM[ means the domain of a structure M, 
MIX means M restricted to domain X, 
h(X) means h"(oJ x[X]<~). 
We work throughout in ZFC. A lot of standard results--in particular on 
measurable cardinals and indiscernibles~are presupposed. The reader could 
consult [4] for details. 
In analysing parameters the following wello'der on [On] <~ is used: 
p ~,q  ~ (3a)(p\a = q \c~ 
Aq VtaTLO/,,(p (3a = 0 v roax(p f'l a) < max(q n a))). 
2. Acceptability 
Lemma 2.1. (a) xe J2~TC(x)e J2 .  
(b) (J2 -, TC['J2} is amenable. 
(c) y =TCtx,  y =TC(x) are uniformly V,~(J2). 
PrOOf. 
f=TC~S~ ~ f is a function /\ dom(f) == S~ 
a Vx ~ $2 f (x)  = z u U f (z) .  
z~X 
Hence it suffices to show TC~S~ e J2  for all z, < oac¢. This is proved by induction 
on c~. a = 0 and lira(a; are trivial. Let a =/3 + 1. Then TCI' J  2 ~.12 since t = TC(x) 
is Xl(J2). Given n<¢o let m be such that U ..... 5,o~: ~,._c Joa- 
For i~m define t~ by: 
to: TC['J2, 
f 
=[  E A ti+l (x ,y) :x  S,~. ,Axc_dom(t i )Ay=xOU ti(z)} 
So t~ EJ 2 ( i~m) and t,~ = Telstar,. . .. 
~A ~A Hence TC ~, ~.,,, ~ j~ for all n. 
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Similarly we can prove: 
Lemma 2.2. (a) x~JA:--~rank(x)<toa. 
(b) (J2, rankt/2> is amenable. 
(c) y =ranktx,  y = rank(x) are uniformly ,~(J~).a 
Definition 2.3. If N = J, A, B ~ o.~, then 
. . . . . .  = 
H~ =DF{X a N: TC(x) N < 8}. 
Dellnition 2,4. N is 6-tidy provided for all v < B and all a ~ ~(v) n N J~ ~ N 
Lemma 2.~. I f  N is 6-tidy, ,3 <~ a, N = 1~ and ~o@ is a No-cardinal in N (i.e. ,3 = a 
or N ~  is a cardinal). Then 
N _ H°,~- U .irL 
a~v,a~N 
Proof. (~_) By 6-tidiness, and 
v<&a~v,  aEN~S~ to& 
N (~) Suppose x ~. H~.  Let u = TC({x}). 
There is v<B, f~ .N  such that f :v ,~u is one-one onto. Let e= 
{(~, ~) ~ v2: f(~) ~ f(~r)}. There is e' ~ N such that e'~_ v '<  B and IJ;I = IJ;'l so it 
suffices to show x 6 J~. Let 
fo=¢, 
;f~ -- U ;f~ for x a limit. 
i<h  
Rank({x})<8; for otherwise rankluof:v--~'V is onto 3,~>6 and so ~ is not a 
No-cardinal by Lemma 2.2. And 
L~o~.~, :(", E) ~ <u, e). 
So it suffices to show f~,~k(~ J;- This follows from: 
e • ~ e (*) L, e J  .. . .  '+1 and ~: t<a)e J~+~,+l  
which is proved by induction on a'.  a '  = 0 is trivial, as is a '=/3 '+ 1. If a '  is a limit, 
then (~: i < a'} is 2t(J~ +.') by the definition given. Hence (f~: i < a'~, f~, ~ J;+~'+t. 
Detinit~on 2.6. N=J  2 is acceptable iff whenever v<a and a<cov with 
A JA  . ;k g~(@)FIJ~+l~ ~, then for each uEl~+l there is f=(f~: @~@<~ov)~/~+~ with 
f~ : ~ --* {~} U (~(() f3 u) onto. 
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Lemma 2.7. There is a II~ formula ~¢ such that if N= ~ 
N~p ~ N is acceptable. 
Proof. Immediate by definition. 
Lemma 2.8. If IV is acceptable and ~r : ffl.~,,~,, N eofinally, then N is acceptable. 
ProM. Immediate by definition. 
Definition 2.9. N = j a is strongly acceptable iff whenever v < ~ 6 < ~ov with 
~(6)O J~t  ~ J#,  then ~JL,~<& 
Lemma 2.10. I f  N is stm~gly acceptable, then N is acceptable. 
Proof. 
where 8 is as in Definition 2.6. 
Lemma 2.11. Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 hold for strong acceptability. 
Lemma 2.12, Suppose N is acceptable, oJ~ N. For v ~ On let v ~ -- v ' ~' be the least 
~Zo-cardinal in N> 1:. 
There is a uniformly 2,(N) (without parameters) sequence 
(a;;: C~v~ N Ai <v  A~oi < v*) 
such tha~ 
(a) {a~}: i<v/',~ol<v*}=.@(v)NN, 
(b) (a~' d i<vAo~j<r )EN for~<v'. 
Proof. Let N =7 2. Let 
so ~(¢ l'; is X~(N). 
Hence there is a E,(N) monotone numeration of I',,, (~}':i< v*). 
Let f[~, be the <,..,qeast f:  v--+~(v)cqSd')~4 ..... which is onto, for n <(o, i<v* ,  
~.0 ~ i'e. 
Let g" be thc <N-least g:aw ~-9 v and let a~(,~+,.,~ =,q~,~(j) to<.v, ]<g n<o), 
i < v*). 
Clearly ff~(v) f"l N={a~': j<vA i<v*} ,  (a;{: OJ~VAi<VAi<V ~'} is uniformly 
Xt(N); and we can check by induction that (a~: i<v: , i<r )~N for r<  * (0V ' .  
So we have only to show wv* = v +. 
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Claim I .  ~ov*~v "+. 
l~oof .  Suppose ~v*> v + So v + ~ ~,  and hence N~ v ÷ is a cardinal. So ~v ÷ = v + 
and v*>v% tea  b~=the <N-least a~@(v)N. l~+t\ J~ ( i<v+) .  Then b:v+---~ 
~(v)  is one.-on~-. {hi: i <V~}EJt,,.,_~A SOthere i s f~N such that / :  v--+{b+: i<v  +} is 
onto. So b~f¢  N and b++~f: v -~ v + is onto. Contradietion.~ 
Claim 2, v + ~,av* .  
Proof .  Suppose v + > or* .  Then or*  < o~ so ~(v)  N N ~ N+ v* < v + so ~*"+ < v 
so ~(v)~ v in N. Contradict ion! 
Corol lary 2.13. If  ,o ~< v ~ N, then either (a) or (b) (but not both) holds: 
(a) ~(v) ~ N attd N~=(~) = v +, 
For the rest of Section 2 N is acceptable. 
Definit ion 2.1,1. If N -  A - J~ , ,  then O.~ is the least O <~ such that 
Lemma 2,15. p,~ is a ~-cardinat in N. 
Hence J,+~ is admissible and there is a p.r. Fsuch  that F I ¢a0N: ¢oON<-+J~,~+, ON is 
p.r. closed. So pp,, is the lea:;t p such that ~( J , , ) fq~(N l~ N. 
Lemma ;2.16. N is ON-tidy, 
ProoL  We shall show: 
(*)  if co~,v<p,  a~_v and aEN,  then J'~*,~N. 
Suppose (*) fails for some a, v. Let ~r be least such that a ~ J~.  Then for r +~:<a 
" ~ <~> is Yt(J~.) So a<' r+v+l .  J~GJ +~+~ and (S~: rl ~ +~ - 
Say r=r /+ l .  Say c~ = v+-r-y (y~<v). 
Set S+,, - S a - o,.,++.,, (t5<~/, n<~o) .  
Then 
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For suppose (* *) failed. Let ,~ be the minimal counterexample; by acceptability 
.~>0 and 
/~  IrA ~ 1 A ~(v), , ~ +~+~ _ ~, +~. 
For #<# let g ,  he the <j# ...... least f such that f :v -~(v)~S~, ,  is onto. Then 
fig,, : ~ < # a n < ~o) is S~(J~),.~). But then (since t ~< ~ < v) there is F~ "~*(J{)-~e) with 
F:  v --> .~(v) C/J~-,-e onto. So F e J~-,-e + ~. Contradiction! So (**) holds. 
But just as in the proof of (**) there is X~(N) F with F :  v -+ ~(v)Cl N onto. So 
Fe  N. since v < co0~. So ~(v) ~ N and ~- -~ ~< v. Contradiction! 
De~t i f ion  2,17.  PN = the <,-least p ~ [On]  <~ such that there is A _~ On, with A 
X~(N) in parameters from o)pN UPN and A ~ ~o0n¢ N. 
AN={(i,x>~J~: N~(x ,  pN)} where {q~:/<to} 
is a fixed recursive numeration of the ,~t formulas with two free variables. 
N* = J~2. 
Lemma 2.18. N* is strongly acceptable. 
Proof. If V<OOpN, then v~copN. Let (a~i) be as in Lemma 2.12. Then 
{(~, v, i,j): OS<~V<oapNAiF3vAOaj<V+ A~a~}} 
is -V~(N) without parameters and hence rud. in N*. Thus .~(v),.¢__.J;'[~ So it 
suffices to show that if v ~r< v ~ then there is f s¢+~ such that f :  v------> r for 
~o ~ v. Let f be the <N-least map of v onto r. '['hen there is ~ such that 
=f(~) ~'~ N ~q~i((~ r, , v, ,r>, P~D. 
So 
f ={<~, .Z}~ ~0r2: (i, <~, ~, v, r>>~ A,}. 
k in  -- Leu~a 2.19.  t ..... - [N*[. 
Proof .  (2 )  There is Ag~op such that JAI= ja~ But 
tJ,{l = U a~, , ,  IJ .... t 
so the result follows by Lemma 2.16 and Lemma 2.5. 
(c-==) By Lemma 2.5 we must show J~.,~N* for acN, ac  v<~o0N. Since N* is 
acceptable it suffices by Lemma 2.16 to show u eN*.  By Lem:ma 2.1.2 there is 
~]~cop such that a = hN(i,~)for some i<a~, since v~ ~00N in N. 
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Let 
Then 
%(<y, X>, ON) ~ Y ~ hN(i, x). 
a = {~ < v: <i, (¢, (>> e AN} e N*.  
3. Iterability 
Def in i t ion 3,1. N = J~  is a premouse iff 
N~'U is a normal  measure on •' 
for some K < a, N is said to be a premouse at K, 
Nole: The letters M and N are reserved for premice f rom now on. 
Defin~tlon 3.2, Let N = J~/be  a premouse at K, 
N ~ ={f~ N: f :  • -~ N}. 
For  f ig  E N (~ f -  g +~{u: f(v) = g(~)$ ~ U. ~ is an equivalence relat ion on N (~ ~, 
Let  If] be the equivalence class of fi Let I/VI = {If]: f~_ N~}.  Define e~, Uv~ by 
[ r f ]~[g]  O' {~: f(',.') ~ gO')}'~ U, 
U~([/])  ~,  {v: f (v)C U}~ U, 
is the u l t rapower of N by U. 
Lemma 3,3. I f  q~ is Xo, then 
~ ,~ ([/]) ~ {~,: N ~ ~(/(~,))} e U. 
ProoL  By induct ion on structure of q~. This is 2Eos theorem;  the details are 
omitted.  
Definition 3.4. If/Q is welt - founded let gN :/V ~ N ~ where N + is transit ive. Then  
7rN:N.-~ N + is def ined by ~rN(x)= gN([cnst~]) where cnst~(X)- -x for all h < K, 
By Lemma 3.3 ~rN is Xo elementary.  
Lemma 3.5. I f  x ~ N +, then x = ~rN(,f)(K) for some .f ~ N. 
Proo | .  Suppose x = gN([f]), [f]C/Q. Then  
¢r~,,(f)0c) = gN([cnstf])(K). 
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By normal ity K = gN([idl'K]) and 
{~: cnstf(~)(id(~)) = f(~)} = {~: f(~) = f(,~)} E U. 
So 
gN([cnstr])(gN(idtK)) = gN ([f]) 
i.e. 
=~([ ) (K )  = x.  
Lenuna 3.6 .  rng(wN) is cofinal in On 1"3 N +. 
Proof.  Say x~OnAN ~, x = 7rN(f)(K). fEN;  say /~>suprngL  z,~(/3)>x. 
Lemma 3.7. ~r N is v elementary. 
Proof.  Let Sf,=Trr,.(S~). Suppose x~N +, x =~rN(f)(K). Say f~S~,; then if ~<K 
f(~)~S~. So ~NO~)(K)~S',,. Hence tN ' t  = U . . . . .  S'~, 
Now say c¢(y, x) is Xo. Then 
N ~ ~ (3y)q~(y, x) ~ 3v  3y ~ S;, N + ¢ q~(y, x) 
f f  3z, N~(3y  ~ S~)q~(y, x) 
f f  N~3y op(y,x). 
Lenuna 3.8. N' is a premouse. 
ProoL  S, , -S  ~; where U -ga, UN. So N'  =[.J ....... S ~" =St,/, " where o /= 
sup ~vc(,oao~. And N~ 'U '  is a normal measure on w(nF since 'U  normal  °is II~ 'N). 
By standard techniques we can show: 
Lemraa  3.9. 7rN D¢ = idi'K. 
Leunna 3.10. ~(~ ) f7 N = 9~(~ ) ~ N ~ . 
ProoL (~ li x~(K) f7N,  then x='rr~(x)C)K~NL 
(p_) If x ~ @(~) N N ~ , sa} x = ~r(f)(~). Assume f(~) c _~ for ~ < ~. Then 
x ={~: {~: ~ ~/(~')} e U}. 
So x~N,  
The next lernmas iterate the above construction, 
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Definition 3.1i.  No = N, If N is a-iterahle and/(/, is welt-founded, then N is: said 
to be a+l - i terab le  and N~+~=N~. ¢r~.+,::~r.,o~G.. If N is a-iterable for all 
a < X and the direct limit of ((N.: t~ < h), (~r.,i~: a ~/3 < h)) is well-founded, then 
N is k-iterable and N is the transitive collapse of the limit. ¢r.~: ct <: h) are the 
limit maps. 
N is iterable if it is a-iterable for all a. If N is a premouse at ~, ~ = ¢ro~(~). 
Then (J~, ~r~i, ~)  is called the iteration of N. The 7r~ and/or ~ may be omitted. 
Lemma 3.12. Suppose N is iterable. Then 
(i) "n'~ is .Z~ elementary and cofinal, 
(ii) -trli t ~q = id [  ~¢i, "n'~i (~)  = ~i > K~, 
(iii) N~ is ~o generated by rng(Tr~) U{~n : i ~ h .c.j}, 
(iv) ~(~)fqN~ =~(~)n~ ( i~]) .  
Lemma 3.12 is proved by iterating previous results. 
Our next three lemmas how that the ~ are not only X~ generating but also v 
indiscernible. 
Lemma '3.15. Suppose fl, N are iterable premice at ~, r. Say cr : 1V'-'~,c, N. Then 
there is a unique o -+ : N+ --~, N* such that ~r+Tr~ =~rN~r and cr+(~) = K. 
Proof. ~r+(~v~,(f)(~))= (~rNoa(f)}(K). Uniqueness is clear. Suppose ~(x) is a ~i 
formula. Then 
N + ~ ¢((r ~(~r,~(f)(~))  N + ~ ~ (~r~ (~r ff))(K)) 
~-~{~: N~¢(cr(f)(~))}6 U (N=J~)  
o{~: /~¢( f (~) )}eO ( ;~=jo)  
Lemma 3,14. Let ffl. N be iterable premice and let cr : I~ --~x, N. Let f : On ----> On be 
monotone. Then there are unique c5 :fql -~.z, Nt.~ such that ~ro= ~ro~o)Cr, ~i~j :-- 
~rr,~o', and %(~,~)= ~tl~ (i<~J) • 
Proof .  By induction: ~rt)= Wof(o~er. Suppose c~ given. Then o'~+~ = wf~a+~.~ , ) ° o'~. 
Suppose h is a limit. Let )~ = sup~<a f(i), Define ~r* so that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Then erx = ¢r~(~oa*. 
Uniqueness i clear, 
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Lem~aa 3.15. {K.: i ~ h <j} is  a set of  ~ indiscemibles for (N  i, 3')~..~(~.). 
Proof.  Let  q~ be 2S~,(rng(~r~i)). Given K,, o . . . . .  K~,_I define/:On---~On by 
f (k )  = k if r I < i, 
f ( i+m)=h, ,~ if m<-h~_ l ,  
.f(k) = h,,-1 + I otherwise. 
Let o-, be as defined in Lemma 3.14. Then 
I'~ k ~p(~r,f (x), Ka, " • • Kh,, ,) ~ Nfo +.) ~ q~( crira +.)(X ), K~ " • • K~,.,_.,) 
using cry+.. ?~3ut the last statement is independent  of th, choice of ho ' "  • h._ l .  
Next we F.how how, under  certain c ircumstances our  ~ indiscernibles yield .~. 
indiscernibles. 
For  the rest of this section a '~ always denotes  ordinal exponent iat ion.  
Def init ion 3.16. Suppose i. [ are ordinal mult iples of o9% Suppose it <"  • ' < i o < i 
and Jl <"  ' "<Jo <J-- Then (/'1 . . . . .  j~,} "-.  (ii . . . . .  io) iff for all k (0<k ~<p) lett ing 
[~,=w"oq~+~k and ik =~"CTk+/3k we have 
(2) ~k=a:iff&=&. 
The next lemma is a result in ordinal ar ithmetic.  
Lemma 3.17. Suppose i - - , ,  ~] and ]' exWnds j, j '  < fi Then there is i '  extending i 
such that i - , , j '  and i '<  i~ 
Proof.  We may as well assume i~ = j: = O. So suppose Jk < J~, ~ <"  ' ' <]~,  < ]k ~ ~- 
Let 
]k, ~ - :~/ '  *ce'+oJ 'k '+/3' ,  
i~ = o~"~ & + ~o'~k +/3, 
i~ ~ = o)" <~'+ ~o"k'+ 13'. 
Case 1. a=a ' .  Then ~=&' .  Define i~ , .=o)"~- ; -e / * /<+(~ where /'~,,~= 
Case 2: a < a' .  Then & < ~'. Suppose j~ ~., = ~o" + ~ am + ~o~k., + t3.,. 
Let m' be greatest such that a, . .#  a'.  m'  exists by thc case hypothesis.  
Case 2a, m > m'. Define i[+., = ~o"+~&'+ to"~., + fl, ,. 
Case 2b: m~m' .  By induction: Let k~=k.  Let i',,,, I:e defined. If a,. =a,.,+a, 
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k,,, = k, ,+l ,  then  
i[+,.+1 = o) "+ l a + co"k"  + ~,.~. 
Otherw ise  
i~+,,+~ = o "+ ~a + to" (k '~ + 1)+ 13,,. 
F ina l ly  if Jv < J I÷ 1 <. . .  < JI.~. we  use  the  same def in i t ion.  Case  2b cannot  ar ise 
s ince  ~ is a mul t ip le  ot ¢o'% It is eas i ly  checked  that  i '  ~ . j ' .  
I f  i ~ . j  for  all n we s imply  wr i te  i~ j .  
Lemma 3 .18 .  Suppose [, [ are multiples 4 to'. If  N;, N; are iterates of N and 
(i~ . . ,  i,,) ~ ,  ( j ,  . .  " i , ,), then  
N¢, ~ qr(K, • • • hi,., w,,r(x)) ~-~ N -~" q0(Kh " " " Ki~, ~r0f(x)) 
where x ~ N and ~ is ~,,+~. 
Proof .  By  induct ion  on  n:  If n =0 we can  get a monotone  f :On-~ On such  that  
f(m) = j,. (0< m ~; p). As  in Lemrna  3 .14  
N~(~,  • • • ~,,,, wo ; (x ) )  ~ ,  N~, (~ - "  .%, Wor(X)) 
N~b(n~= • " • %,  Wof(X)).  
I f  n > 0 suppose  
N;~3yq~(y ,  ~"  • " Kh, 7roi(x)) (q~H,,). 
Say 
Nf~cC(r(Ki, " . .  v,~, wt¢(y)), Ki, " " " Kj,,, ~ro;(x)) (y ~ N, t rud).  
Wi thout  loss of genera l i ty  j] •.  • j~ extends  ]i " " ' Iv. Then  let 
(i~ . . . i~} ~, , _~ q f - . .  i f ) .  
(i] " - i ; )  ex tends  (il ' " " in) by I .emma 3.17.  
By  induct ion  hypothes is  
Nre~( t (~q • " " K~,, 7ro~(y)), n¢ . - .  Ki,,, 7ror(X~). 
Coro l la ry  3 .19.  Let "[ be a multiple of oJ ~, q~ a £n+~ formula. Then 
<i ,  . . . in> --,, (h  " " Jr,>, i,,, J,, < i. 
:~ Ni ~q~(Ki, ' " " ~i,,, ~ 'o r (X) )~ q~(Ki . . . . . .  K!,,, "trot(X)). 
Note  that  if it • • • i~,,/'1 " " ' iv are all mu l t ip les  of co", then  (i~ • • • iv) - , ,  ( J!" " " in) 
p rov ided  ix <"  " "< iv, Jl <"  " "< iv  o Hence :  
Coro l la ry  3 .20 .  If [ is a multiple of ~o" and 
C ~-~{Ki: i<[  and i is a multiple of to,o}, 
then C is a sel of Y2,, indiscernibles for (Nr, x},~,~g(~o,). 
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Corollary 3.21. I f  i', r are mul@Ies of  oJ °" and "{, [>  O, then for all n 
~(,~) n ~_~ (Nr): ~(,~ n.:~,,(N~-). 
Next we present some criteria for iterability: 
Lemmz 3,22. Suppose N = J(~ is a premouse at K and U is to-closed (that is, f f  
X~ E U, i < w, then f l  ~ X~ ~ ~). Then N is iterable. 
Proot .  Let  V~ ={f :  Ku -+ N where u ~_i (i ~ On) and u is finite}. Suppose q~ is a 
~ formula; suppose u~. - -u , ,  are finite subsets of i and fa:K", , - -+N. Set 
u = U~q~ u, and let {j~ • -.  j,} enumerate u in ascending order. Suppose ul, = 
{J,, " " • J,~,} (ql < ' "  "<q~). Set 
~'(v , . - .  v,,)= f,,({(/,,, v~,,)... (j,,., ~,,,.)}). 
Define U° ={~} 
U k+~ = {Xe~(K~+b ON:  {v: {~: (v, ~)e  X}e  Uk}~ LPs. 
Say 
7-'7([, " ' "  f ,  ) ~ {(v):  N ~,:t:,(f*~ ' (v) . . . . .  f~,"(v))} e Uk 
,,,,,here v = (vl • • " vk). 
Define an equivalence relation ~ on V~ by 
f-~ g ~ T'i" =~(f, g). 
Let ~'~ be the set of equivalence classes. Say 
[ f iE , [g ]  ~ T?:~"(f,  g). 
Claim. E~ is well- lbunded. 
Proof.  Suppose not. Say [f~ ~lJEJf~] (h <w) .  So T;~'(fz,+~,~,}. 
Let 
y, _ . a r, UtU,) , , -{(v}.  N I  = ff~, +'~ (v) E/~ "(v))} e 
where fl, : u, -~ i, fi~, = u~, U u, ,  l, fi~, -'- {J~ " " " Jm,~}, By definition of U In') there are 
Y], • • ' Y,("~e U so that 
l fh) 
~=N YI:, 
So Y}~ U. Hence 
~u.  
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Take some 8 ~ ~ for all h. Then 
~°,.t8 . . .  ~)~ 7.°,,(~... ~i. 
And clearly 
i .  l ", ~ I Jh+/  "~ 
Contradiction! 
Let (N~, e) be the transitive collapse of (~,  Ei). Then N~/is the ith iterate of N. 
Lemma 3.23. Suppose U is w-closed, B rud. over N, B weU-founded. I f  B~ has the 
same rud. definition over Ni, then B~ is well-founded. 
ProoL As Lemma 3.25, with T~ in place of ~ ' .  
Lemma 3.24. Suppose N is iterable, ffI a premouse and o-:ff[---~,, N. Then N is 
iler:Ible, Also the conclusion of Lemma 3.14 holds. 
Proof, By induction. Let or o = or. 
Claim. Let ~r : N .~,~,, N. Then there is a unique ~r ~ : N+ --+~,, N + such that cr+wt;, = 
wNcr and cr+(~) = ~¢. 
]Proof.. 
/q ~ ~(ff]) ~ {v: N~ ~(f(v))} ~ U. 
Define 6:~/--~ N by 
~([ f ]~)  = [o,(f)]~. 
/V is well-founded since N is. Hence/Q'  exists. Define o -+ :N+ "-~s,~ N+ by 
cr * = gN~g~ .
Define cri~ ~ :/~'i+1 --> Ni+l by gi+l ~ cry. 
Now suppose )t is a limit. Then N~ is the direct limit of (Ni<x, (Tr~i}~<i<x). 
The diagram 
N, - - -~  N 
commutes o the direct limit of (/~ri<~, (~'ii}~<i~x) is welt-founded. So /~r x exists. 
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Define erx to make the following diagram commute: 
N - - - "  N~ 
7r~ 
Tim result of Lemma 3.14 follows by a s~m.,.Jar argument. 
Suppose N = (J~, U, A) is a premouse with an added predicate A, and (J~, A)  
is amenable. Then we can define A ÷ = U ...... zr(A (~ S~ and aIt the above results 
will still be true. 
Finally we tie up some loose ends. 
Lemma 3.25. Suppose 2 iz regular and uncountable. "lT~en No = J~t~' for some a, 
where Fo is ~he closed unbounded filter on 0 and N is an iterable premouse at 
~( <0. 
• t ! Proof. Suppose No = J~/. If X 6 U A N~ say X e rng(zr:o) (i -.- 0). X = ~r~o(X ), say. 
For ]> i  
No ~ iq ~ X ~ No ~ K i = "i'ri~ ( ,, i~ (X )) 
,.~ N~ ~Xe U: 
So lctting C={~:i: i< j<O},  Cc_X and C is closed unbounded in 0 (=Ko). 
Therefore X~ U ==~ X e Fo. But U is an ultrafilter in No so No N Fo = No f3 U, 
Corollary 3.26. Suppose M~ N are iterable premice. ~l~tert there are iterates fd, 1~ of 
P l, N respectively such that either ~ E N or f4 = fq or N c: f4. 
DelL~ition 3.27. M <1N if for some iterates bT/,/~ of M, N respect ive ly /~ N. By 
Lererne 3.25 if /vl~ ~ No for some 0 and 0 '> 0, 0' regular uncountable then 
Mo, ~ No. So if we define an equivalence relation ~ on iterable premice by 
M~--N ifffor some ,0 Mo=No, 
then -~ is a well-order on the equivalence classes. 
We shall see later that M ~ N iff M = N or M is an iterate of N or N is an 
iterate of M. 
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Lemma 3.28. Suppose M~N.  Say O~- '~=No,  (Mi, ~, #~), (N~, ~,~r~) the re- 
spective iterations. If rng(~oo)-, rng(~ro,), then N is an iterate of M. 
Proof. N = J~ is a premouse at K. Suppose K # g, for all ~', Suppose ff~ < K < ~+1, 
Say 
M¢+1 ~ K = t(ff~ • " • g,., @O~+I(X)) (X e M, t rud.) 
by Lemma 3.12 (iii). 
Then 
Ogr  =t(~,~ " . '  Ke,., x') (x'~rng(g%o)), 
so K e rng(~oo) ~- rng(~roo). But N was iterated at K ! Contradiction! So say ~ = fie. 
Cla im.  N = M e 
Proof. Note that 
X ~ N n U *-', K ~ *too(X) 
and 
X' ~ M~ n U~ ,-, ~,~  ~. , (X')  
where M~=J~,. But if X'~M~fqUe, then "g2o(X')erng(woo); say g'~o(X')-- 
rroo(X). Then X~NNU.  But 
X'  = ~i~, (X') n K 
= %o(X)  C~ K 
=X.  
So M~ N U~ c_ N f3 U. If M e = j u, then a '  <~ a. 
If a '<  ~x, then Me ~ N so M <~ NI Contradiction! 
So ~' = a and M~, = N. 
4. Soundness  
This section analyses premice at K with ON > K. 
Definition 4,1. N is sound ff N= h~(Jo~ U{pN}). Suppose N=J~ is a premouse. 
6r,, = the least 8 ~ a such that U ~_ J~. 
Above 6N construction from U is just ordinary construction. We can therefore 
prove the following just as in [1, 2 or 5]. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose N = J~ and ON ~ ~N. Then N is sound, and AN i~ a Z~ master 
code for N. 
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose rr:M--+x~ N* (N as in Lemma 4,2). Then 
(i) there is a unique N~ such that N is sound and M= ~I*, 
(ii) There is a unique (r ~_Tr such that 5 : N-->~ N and 'ff(ps) = pn, 
(iii) if "r; : M -+~ N*, then ~ :/V -+~,+, N. 
(iv) O~ ~8~-. 
Lemma 4.4. ( f /~ = ,I~£>, p~ > <3~, N a Is,'enmuse, then there is E ~ J~,~ uniformly rud. 
in AF4 such that for ~r:N* -->z, M, E defi~ed over M with the same rud. definition as 
over ]V*, if E is well founded, then 
(i) there is a unique N such that N is sound and M = N*, 
(ii) there is a uniqw: ~r ~r  such that (r:N--+~, N and @(p~)--- p~; 
(iii) /f w:/V*---~.~. :vi, then ~' :N-%~ N; 
(iv) f~ ~ 6~.. 
It is also clear that if O>+>6N, then ]N*l=J,,U and gt(N*)f- l~(~opN)= 
_r, (Jo~y n ~,(~,p,,,). 
Definition 4.5 .  I f  N :: 3~ ~ is a premouse, then 
(i) N m> = N; N u+t'= N at*, 
i -+  1 _ .  (ii) p~, = a ; ON -- aN'+', 
(iii) p~,=0; P i$ '=pw ,,, 
(iv) A ° = U; A '+t -- a 
N - -  * LN" ' -  
N is n-sound if N u~ is sound for i < n. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppo~;e N = J~ is a premouse. O~ ~" 8N, Then 
(a) N is n-sound, A'~ is a X, master code for N. 
(b) Suppose ~r : M --~, N °' L Then 
(i) there is a unique N such that 2Q is n-sound and P¢~ = N~'+~. 
(ii) there is a unique "Fr ~ rr such that 
Cr  : ~ l -+~u,  N, - - i • -<i~ (i~ ¢rpN .N  -+z ,N  and gr(pk)=pk, 
for j ~n. 
(iii) if rr : M --+~ N <'~, then 
~p/f,r(~>:/V+'~--->,c .. . .  N +~', j~n .  
(iv) p~,, i> 8~. 
(c) there are relat, ons E t " "  E,~.c-'4< uniformly rud. in A'~ such that for 
rr : N~"~-%, M and E~ defined over M with the same rud. definition: 
if E, • • • E,, are well-founded, then 
(i) there is a unique N such that N is n-sound and M = N{'% 
(ii) there is a unique ¢r ~_ rr such that 
#:]V-">~, N, ~rp/~<)--~z N q' and ~'(Pb) =+J~', N for j~n ,  
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(iii) if ~r : N('*)"-~x, M.  then 
,h-~/~o~ :/Qw -~ :~ ....... N (i) 
(iv) 0~ 8~. 
for j<~n. 
Pwoof. Iterate Lemmas 4.2--4.4. 
Lemma 4,7. ,Suppose O~ >~ 8~ >i K ~ p'~' ~ and J~  ~'rtv ~, ~:~ :, where N = J~ is a 
premouse at ~. Then hN,,.,(.l~ Ltp~t)= IN(,,)[. 
Proof. Let h=hN,,.,, p=p~÷l,  X=h( J ,  Up), P=o~, A=A~.  If O=K there is 
nothi.,~g to prove; so suppose 0 > K. Let 7r : M ~. (X, U fq X, A fq X) where M = 
0.7, o J~ . Say/Q = J~, /~")  = M, 5t n-sound, by Lemana 4.6 (ii). Set p = ¢r-t([,). Since 
J~ fv  ~<~K, oJSfqX is transitive. Say ~o~=oJSNfqX. Then ~cog=idl~off, 
- c ju  - _ 
~r(~)~oSN.  So ~rtJ~=idtJ~), U_  ~: Hence U= UNJ f ,  so J-~=J~, 0 = 
Ua J~.  
Suppose ~<a.  Let B=A,,,,,; then B~X,o(]V) (this is easily checked) and 
I~ e N so B ~ N; by definition of ~5N, B e J2~ _ N ~"~. Contradiction! So 5 = a. So 
/~ =J~', N=J~.  Suppose UnN7 ~ UNN.  Then there is -/>~g with 
u W ~0¢)fq J - ,+~- ~, 3'<8. Take 3' least such. 
lI ~(~) n N~(j~) c_ jr,, then 
U u u so ~(~)NJ~=~(~) f3 J2 ,o ( J~)~J~,  contradiction! So there is a~_~, a~ 
JS,o(J~" ~)\ jt~.. Bat J~t~ = Jr° so a ~( j~v)~a~JO.  Either a or ~ka_e ' , fq~o , jo  ~(- J  JV~I \  ,,/. 
But 3, ~8.  Contradiction! 
So Uf3N=UNN,  ff l=N. So N(")=N ("). So /3=p. Hence ~(hf,,(i,x,p))= 
hN(i.x p) for x~L .  So ~=id~X,  X=[N(")[. 
Lemma 4,8. Let N = J~J be a premouse a~ K. 
(a) 8N>K and J t~Vv v~¢.  
(b) O'~>K ~> N is n-sound. 
(c) if O~> i¢, then O~ ~ 8N and [n~")[ = [J~,!. 
(d) if "~ ~-~ " ON ~: K < PN, then htq,,,,(K U p~+t) = iNO~)l. 
Proof. By induction on a. Suppose true for /3 < a. (a )~ (c) since 
0~< ~N ~ J '~  0~ "<- ~¢ 
So (a)ff  (b) by [.emma 4,6. 
And (a):::), (d) by Lemma 4.7. So we only need to show (a). 8N > • is dear. 
Suppose v<Su.  We must show J~<~¢.  Pick the least 2~>~v such that 
U U ~(K) r3J~+~ g;J~. Then 2/< 8N. As in the previous lemma ~(K) fqZo~(J~ J~ u. Say 
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p'~> K ~OM,,,,l (M=J~) .  By (b) and (d) of the induction hypothesis 
Finally we consider the case where P~ = K. 
Lemma4~9. Let  _ u N - Je +~ be iterable. Lct n ~ 1 be suck that P~ = K where M = J~J. 
Then H~ ~ =: H~. 
ProoL Let (N. w~i, K~) be the iteration of N~ ~;ay N~ = J~,% t. Say ~r~ _--A"s,, H~ = 
(H~!,', Bi). ~r~j (H/) = H i and ~'ij tHi = id I ~ so ~ -< ~ for i ~ ]. 
Claim 1. H~ ~ZF. 
Proof. Hil-pairing, union, So-separation, extensionality, foundation. We must 
prove: 
(a) collection: 
Vx 3y q~(x, y) ~ Vu 3v Vx ~ u 3y ~ v ~(x, y). 
Suppose H~ ~Vx 3y q~(x, y) and u~Hi.  Then for j> i  
I-I~ ~ (Vx ~ u)(3y ~ Hi)q~(x, y) since H~ < H~. 
H i ~(3v)(Vx ~.  t(3y ~ v)¢(x, y), 
fl~ ~(3v)(Vx ~ u~13y ~ v)~(x, y). 
(b) power set. Let x c= H,. Take 0 > K~ with 0 ~cgular, 2~ < 0. Then ~[x) (7 Ho < O, 
,~,, = 0, so ~(~)f7 I-I¢~ ~ Ho. Hence Ho ~(x)  is a set. So H~ ~(x)  is a set. 
Claim 2. J~i' is K~-tidy. 
Proof. Suppose a _c ~ < ~q. Then a £ H,  But H~ ~ZF so J~, ,___- H~. 
So by Definition 2.3 H~ = J~.. In fa::t: 
C[ahn 3. H, = H¢~,. 
Proof' 
I-i~ = H',', ~ ~ H~,~ ' = H~,. 
Conversely if a ~ 3' < tq, a ~ H~, suppose Hi ~x = ~(3"). Then H i ~ x = ~(3'). So 
aex%H,  
Claim 4. {Ki: i < j}  is a set of So,-indiscen~ibl('s for H i. 
.Froo|. {Ki: i <j} are 2~ indiscernib!es for (N i, x) . . . .  g(,,.). And H i = .'xoi(H)~ 
rng(woi). 
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Claim 5. Let X~ c_ K~ be _V~,(H~+,) in v, ~ . . . . .  K~+,,.~ (v < &, n ~O). Let i ~ ] and 
X i have the same X,o(Hi+.) definition in v, K i . . . . .  ~i ....... ~. Then ~rl i (X i )=X i. 
Proof .  Le t  cy : N~,, -.~ t'qi~_,~ with tr(ri+,.) = K~ .... (m ~ n) and ~rTr~+. = ~/~ ..... (by 
Lemma 3.14). Then 
Xi = o-(X,) = (r(K, n #,+. (X j )  
= ~j n ,r,-,~ +.  (x , )  
= #gx , ) .  
Claim 6. Let i <i. Then J~,.~H i and is uniformly Z~(Hj) in ~q. 
Proof. B, =B i n J~.  Let U~= U~ nJ~, .  Then ~, U[ are unique /3, U such that 
Uc_,l~i/, K~ p~l~' ', B i=A!"~ So u = J . ' a H~ (since H/~ ZF) .  
Let H . :=  H~ (j > i )  (the choice of j is irrelevant). 
K;' = lx c H~: : x i:~ 2r,~,'"(K i U{K~ " ' "  Ki+,,}). 
st) K i ~ H~; K i ~ K~ . " is transitive and rud. closed. J~,~ K~ 
by Claim 6. 
Claim 7. U~ n KI' ~ K?*~. 
Proof. Let ~ be the least bijection of ¢,: onto P (~ j  ~KI' .  Then f~ is X,~(H~ ..... ~) in 
{~i • • • K,}. So "rqi(f~(v))= ~(v), by Claim 5. So 
fi.,~ is Z~(Hi ~,+2) in {~i*~ " ' '  ~i+, ~}- So U~ nK ' / i s  JS~(Hi ...... 2) in {tq . . .  Ki ....... ~}. 
Let K~ = U ,  K'/. Then K~ is transitive and rud. closed and J~, ~ K~. By Claim 7 
(K~, U~ n K~) is amenable. So 
_ ju Ni -  ~, c__K~_H,. (since N~=rudu,(J~,)). 
So 
H~ " ~~ " = H ~, 
One consequence of this can be noted immediately. Jy=:J~ where u .1~ + ~ is a 
= t~ (for U u NJ~ = ~). Hence, if Ju  premouse zt ~. Furthermore if N -J~, ON = ~ ~.~ is 
iterable, 
H' , ,  =Ht~L.  
So there are no non-constructible bounded subsets of ~< in j e/.~. ( )n  the other 
hand, 0 # is definable over J~{~,x so this result cannot be extended.) 
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It is a consequence of the definition of J~  in Section 1 that J~+~N 
~(~)  ¢ X,~(J~')n~'(~) necessarily. Lemma 4.9 asserts that, nevertheless, if there 
is a bounded subset of ~ in J~  \J~J ( J ,~t an iterable premouse), then there is 
one in X,~(J~) \ J~ ~. 
5..MiCe 
Definition 5.1. Let N=J~'  be a ;~remouse. N is critical iff ~(u)AX~(N)~N 
and N is acceptable. 
A critical premouse has p~>~ :-!?-pew,, for some n. For otherwise, by Lemma 
4.6(a), X~(N)n~(~)_  N. This n is i:alled the critical number of N and is denoted 
by n(N). 
Definition g,2, 
O '= OTv. 
A '=A~.  
1\ "=(N "'~, U} where n = n(N). 
Definition 5.3. r =rN = the <.  least r such that IN'[ = h~4,(J,, U r). rN exists by 
Lemma 4.8(d) q = qN = the <.  least q ~ K such that there is A c J~,. A ~X~(N') 
wifll parameters from J,,~,,. Oq U r with A n.l,,~,°, ¢. N. 
It is apparent from Lemma 4.8(d) that PN"+~ =qN UrN. 
DefmRJon 5.4, Let N be a critical premouse. Then N is a mouse iff N '  is iterable 
and for each i cOn there is N~, a critical premouse, such that (N,) '= Nf where 
(N', rrf i, Kz) is the iteration of N', and n(Ni) = n(N). 
By Lemma 4.6(b) the map ¢r[ i : Nf -+.~, Nf can be extended to % : N~ -'~.z,,., Ni. It 
can be checked that (N~, w,~) is a directed system, i.e. that ~r~jorrk~ = rr~.i and that 
for a a limit N~ is the dire~t limit of (N~<~, (rr~t)~<i<,0. (Ni, rr,~, ~)  is called the 
mo,,se iteration of N. 
As an example, suppose 0 ~' exists. Let C= {K~}~ o,~ be the canonical indiscerni- 
bles for L. Say t~ = %,, For x ~ say 
x ,¢: U ~ C \ x bounded in t<. 
It can be shown that 
J ,~  ~ U is a nor:hal measure on ~(~-). 
Iterability follows from the definition of 0 # (and the ith iterates can be defined 
from {K~:]<~o+i}), By the remark at the end of Seclion 4 0#~J~{~qo But 
U 0#~-X~(J~/~ 0. So if N = J£~,  then 0~.' =1. So N is a mouse, 
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This example shows: 
0 # exists,~, there is a mouse. 
Lemma 5.5. f iN '  is an iterable premou~e and the iteration maps are strong, then N 
is a mouse. 
Proof. Recall that ~r : M-+ N is said to be strong if for any T rud. over M in p 
tad. over N with the same rud. definition in or(p) T well-founded ~ T well- 
founded. Hence the result is immediate by Lemma 4.6(c). 
Lemma 5.6, Let  N be a mouse and let ¢r :M-+~,  N '  (so M=( J~ ' ,  A,) is amenable 
and  o~a <~& where ~/ is normal at ft.). Then 
(a) there is unique ffl = jc ,  such that N '  = M, 
(b) n(/V)= n(N), 
(c) N is a mouse. 
xN~, ~r~ i, ~,) Proof, Let (Ni, %j, ~)  be the mouse iteration of N. Set ~r~, =rr~ ~'N' (so / ' ' 
is the iteration of N'). M is iterable by Lemma 3.24. Let ' - '  ~M~, or,j, ffl) be the 
iteration, By Lemma 3.14 there are or, :M,--+~, Nf such that o%= o-, crig'f~ =rr~o-~, 
o-,(ff,) = K~ (i ~]).  So there are .~ such that N '=M~ by Lemma 4.6(b). 
There wEl be more to say about the existence of mice later on. 
Lemma 5.7. Let N be a mouse, n = n(N).  Let (N~, %,  n~) be the mouse iteration. 
~H~en (N , )= n. p~,.: = p~,. AN; = AN, and PN,' = "rro~(pN,). 
Proof. n=n(N~) follows from the definition, pN:=pN, is clear from Lemma 
3.12(iv), AN: = AN, will therefore follow from pN:= ~ro~(pN,), 
Claim 1. woi(rN} = rN. 
Proot. Let r = r:,4 F = rr~ u(r). PN: ~ ,  ¢ro, (PN') since AN, ~ N~, AN, < 
~}';(Ju~ U{Wo,(}:N,)}). By the definition of < , ,  rN, ~ ,  F. Suppose rN, < ,  ~. Then 
,N'.~(Br' <~, ?)(=Iv < .-ro~(K))(3] <to)(F = hN:(j, v, r')), 
N'~ (3 /<.  r)(3v < K )(3] < oJ )( r = hN,(j, v, r') ). 
But then (3r' < ,  r~N'= hrv,(J~ U{r'}). But r was least with this property, Con- 
tradiction! 
Claim 2. ~ro~(q,~) = %,. 
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Proof. By Claim I and the definition of < ,  wo~(q~-) :~,qN. 7ro~(qN)=qN since 
qN ,G x so qN, G ,  and satisfies Detinition 5,3 of qN, 
Fix a mouse N at K with mouse iteration (N~, K~, ~'~i). 
Lemma 5.8. {K~: j < i} is a 2g~ -generating set of X~ indiscernibIes for <N', PN;, X )~s . 
ProoL "We know by Lemma 3.12(iii) th;~t N'  is ,~o-generated by {~q: ]< i}U 
rng(#(~). But rng(Tr~}~)~ hN;(d~ tJ Pt~;). By Lemma 3.15 {Kj: j < i} are ~ indiscerni- 
bles for (Nf, x) . . . .  g~,,~. But J~ LIp~,~rng(cr~). 
Defmillon 5.9. Let X= hN,(Jo,, U{pN,}). Then (X, A ' f ' lX )<x,  N'. Let 7r:M-~X, 
M transitive. Then 7r :M--~,  IV'. So by Lemma 5.6 there is a mouse Jr4 with 
M = N'. N is called the core of N. 
Lemma 5.10,, There is a mouse Q such that Q is an iterate of both ~[' and N', that 
is, FC'-~N'. 
Proof. Iterate /V'~ N' to regular 0>~.  Say (N~, ff~, g~), (N~, w~, K~) are the itera- 
tions. ~o = fro = 0. By Lemma 3.25 /~'g = J~;,, N~ = J~",. 
Cla im.  ~ = c~. 
ProoL Suppose ~<c¢. Then ~%~N'~. Now AN,~X~(N') in {pN,}LJ.lo~.. SO A~,~ 
X~(N'), Thus AN,~ X~(/~'~), AN,~ Nf~ so AN,': . N'. Contradiction! 
Similarly for & > c~. 
O = N~ =/Q~ is the required common iterate. 
Corollary 5.11. N' is ~,n iterate of IV'. 
Proof .  
= ho(L~ u{v:oo~--'(p,,,,)}). 
Claim. W-'(pN') = p~'. 
Proof. AN, is Z~'(J~,~ O{pN,}), hence ~'(Jo~. U{~r-t(P,',")}) so ~r~l(pN,) ~>. p~,. But 
if w-'(pN,) > .  p~,~ then PN' >* 7r(pn,). So 7ro,~(pN,) > .  7ro07r(pn,). But 7roo(pN,)=Po. 
So ~roo'tr(pn,)<.p o. But An, is Z°~(Jo~,U{~roo~r(p~.,)}) so A~,~O.  So A~,cN' ,  
Contradiction ! 
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So 
rng(~oo) = ho(,/.~, U{Po}) 
~- ho(L u {po}) 
= rng(~roe ).
Hence by Lemma 3.28 N is an iterate of N. 
So, when M and N are mice, 
M' ~ N' ~ M' is an iterate of N', M' = N', or N'  is an iterate of M'. (We 
write M ~ N to mean M'  ~ N'.) 
Hence, by considering N as an iteration of its core we can obtain generating 
indiscernibEs for N'. We want to show now that these are definable over N'. 
t.et CN = N (UnhN,(J~.,UpN,)). 
Lemma 5.12. For each n < co there is a function X" uniformly rud. in U such that if 
Y e U, feN and f : [Y]"  -02,  then X}'~ U and X7 is homogeneous for f, 
ProoL Standard. 
Lemma 5.13. CN is a set of X~ indiscernibles for (N, PN', x)~j.~. 
Proof. Let q~ ~ 3y tO be Xt. Set K = h(J,,, U PN'). 
Claim. K N O' is cofinal in p'. 
ProOL A~:, is definable over K, So if K f30' is bounded in p' AN, ~ N'. 
If v ~ K ¢3 p' set 
f~(~)=l  if N'~(3yeS~)to(y, tg, pN,,x) (x~Jo~,), 
= 0 otherwise 
for tie(K) '~. 
By Lemma 5.12 there are X~a Uf3K homogeneoa~ for fo. Then CN~_O,X~. 
Let "y~(Q~)'L If N'~q~(%pN,,x) then for some v f~(y)= 1. So f~(~)= 1 for all 
~ (,~,) and in particular N'~ q~(~,', PN', x) for all T' ~ (CN)". 
Lemma 5.14. Let f¢ =core(N). Suppose (!~, ¢r~,, ~) is the iteration of N\ Then if 
ProoL Suppose x e U, x e h~,(J~,~,UpN,). Then x e rnNg-~x). ,Say x = g'~x(x). Then 
xeU~--~eO~ (where/V o 
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But since {~: i  <a} are 2~ generating indiso:rnibles for (N', P,4., x).~,~,,, and 
since N"= h~.(Jo,.U{p~c,,}), then {ff~:i<;t} are 2:~ generating indiscernibles %r 
(N',p~., x).~,:~,,.~. But one set of generating indiscernibles cannot be properly 
contained in another. So C~ :~{h?~: i<A}.  (?~v is tlr?'({p,,~,,p~,}). 
Lemma 5.15. I f  N is a mouse, flwn the following are equivalent: 
(i) ~MN = core(M), 
(ii) N = core(N), 
(iii) ~v = 0, 
(iv) N is n (N)+ 1-sound. 
ProoL (iii)=> (iv) since N '= hN,(J,,.~. U C~, U{I&-.}). 
(iv) =:> (ii) since N '= h,v.(l~,,U{pr,,.})(see D finition 5.9). 
(ii) ----ff (i) is clear. 
Finally suppose (i). N = core(M). 
Since C .  is l-Ii(N) ~.~ = Q~ 0~¢ where N is a premouse at K. But K, ~ C~ a =:}, ~, ~ 
~c So CN = f). Hence  ( i ) : -} (i i i). 
De f in i t ion  5.16. N is a core mouse iff N = core(N). 
Our next aim is to connect mice with the apparatus of Seclion 2, and to show 
that ilerable premice are acceptable. 
Lemma 5.117. Let N be a core mouse. Then. 
(a) N is m-sound for all m < ~o. 
(b'~ Suppose w : M ---~x, N~"'. 71wn 
(i) there is unique ffi such that IQ is m-sound and M = l'Q""'. 
(ii) tt~et~: is unique gr~rr s~wh that #: IV -~,  N ff[/'q~" t@i'--.,:, N ~'~ and 
fir(Pi<) = Pb fbr j ~ m. 
(iii) if w:M--*,:, N <''', then 4ri]V°~:N"~-+,= ...... N ~i' for I~m.  
(c) There are relations E,  . . .E : , ,  uniformly rud. in A~ such that for 
rr : N x, M and E; defined over M with the same rud. definition: if E~ . • • E,,, 
are well-fou~tded then 
(i) dwre is a unique N such that N is , t -sound and M = N~'"L 
(ii) there is unique fr p_ re such that fir: N --,~_:~ N, fir rN~i~: 1¢1 °~-~x, N~° and 
firl~l),-~,~.,~ -- vN'i ~br / -<. m. 
(iii) if w : N '~"'' --.,:, M, tt~er~ "a- [/'V": N~*~ --~ .: ...... N q~ for l ~ m. 
(d) A,~I is a 55,, master code for N. 
Proof. By induction on m. For m'4n(N)  the result is I .emma 4.6, So suppose 
m ~ n(N) and (a)-(d) hold for m. We musl show (a)-(d) for m ,4,- 1, 
(a) Let X . . . . . . . . . . .  --hN, ,(J,v.,,U{pN }). Let 
or:M,,+ N"" ' IX .  
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Let N~ be such that M = N~"~, by induction hypothesis. Let 8 be the unique 6" _~ ~y 
such that (b)(ii) holds./~ is a mouse by Lemma 5.6, n(/~) = n(N) and since/~ is 
m-sound, /V is a core mouse, by I-emma 5.15. 
By Corollary 3.26 there are iterates A74, M of iQ, N respectively with AT/< MI 
/'~=M or M~.  
If /~'f ~, M, A,~ ~ = A~ ~ ~ ~o,(M)~ M. Contradiction! (Clearly if A~ *~ ~ M 
then A~'~+~M"'°). Similarly if M~AT/, A~-~+~/~. So M=M,  i.e. N=N,  But 
since /V and N are both core mice, this means/V= N. So X= IN°"~l. 
(b) The proof is similar to the proof in L and we merely give a sketch. Say 
* -  • ~(r*t  + 1)  m +l  . 7r:Nl--~x m . Let /3=01 ~, P----ON , ~ l : :hN ''", P=P~ X= h(rng(zr)Lt{P}) • 
Claim 1. XNIN'"'" "! =rng(rr). 
ProM. Let ,, e X O IN t'''' t'i- Say y = h(i, rr(x), p) with x cs M. Then y !s the unique 
v stlch that 'ij, (Y, rr(x))}~ A'~ ~ ~, s, orne .i < o). Bull M = J~, 
A)<,-,  (N ,AN ). 
So if 9 is the unique 9 such that 
(1, (9, x))~ A, y = rr(9)~ rng(~rt. 
The other direction is dear. 
(We can assume N ~''' ~*G N ~'''~ since N is acceptable, hence N "'~ is acceptable 
by Lemma 2.t8 so 2.19 holds.) 
Say 
~r.-(J~> [3) ~-~, (X. X n A'"N). 
@ ~ rr by the uniqueness of collapsing maps. N-J~.~-  
• ~__, N{-,} /r. J  z, is clear. 
Cla im 2. f f  w : M -~z,  N ~'" ~ ~. &on gr : N -*x, ~, N""*. 
ProM. If l~(<i, x',,) -= h(i, (x, p)), then h"N °''~ t, = NO,~ and h" rng(rr) = X. So th~ 
proof is just as in L. 
Let /3 = ~, t(p). 
Cla im 3. fi~ ={(i,x): i<oaAxE&AN'~Ci(x,  ~)}. 
This follows since ft.(i, x) <--, A}~+~(i, ~r(x)). 
Cla im 4. ~ = 0~. 
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(~) If t~>#~, then by Claim 3 A~ is rud. in ,4, So A~<-~/Q, since (N,A)  is 
amenable, contradiction! 
Claim 5. /5 = p~. 
Proof° /V=h~(J~U{/~}) so /~ ~.p~.  /V is re+l -sound so ~[=h~(g~t3{p~}).  I f  
p~ ~>,/3, i /=  ~r(p~) <,  p~ and p~+~ = h~(i, x, p') (some x eJo), contradiction. 
Cl~ 6. A = A~. 
This is now immediate, and completes (b). 
Full details of the L-proof are in [5]. 
(c) The reader is left to construct this proof from the one in [211 for L, In this 
case we cannot assert that N is a mouse (but see Lemma 5.22). 
(d) is easily checked. 
Lemma 5.180 Suppose N is an iterable premouse at K. Suppose N = J~/, ~ < a, .f~ 
critical. Then J~  is a mouse. 
Proof. Clearly it is a premouse. Say M=J  tj ]M ' I= J~ some a~/3  so M' is 
iterable by Lemma 3.24. And the iteration maps are strong. $3 M is a mouse. 
_ J~, I t: Lemma 5.19. Suppose N is a mouse and N - cJ t~ < a I f  ~ < [3 < a and M =. ~, 
M critical, and p~M~ ~ < K, then J[~'; 1 =J,,.~.l"- r . 
Proof. Let ~ I= rude, riM(M). It is enough to show UQ, UNfd)  amenable. M is a 
mouse by Lemma 5.18. Let ATI=core(M), (,~, rr~, t<~) the mouse iteration of h71. 
Let 3, = ICs,~[. So M= A7/a and CM ={K~: i<A}. By the remark following Lemma 




J[~, ~ ~: U a normal nleasure on K 
J~.~ U is ~-complete 
CM~U. 
G,,I  =the limit poirlis of Ok 
Then Q a Ufq~I  for all k so 3  `is a multiple of ~o <'. By Corollary 3,2(/ (2~\k~ 
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are G.~n+k~a indiscernibles for (M,x) ...... ~x~,,..,-M= lJ~<~ rng(=~) so if X~ 
~n(M)+k+t  
X s U ".* Ck \ X is bounded in K. 
So U A Y,,(M)+k+t(M)E/V/. So suppose X e .~/. Then X c_ Xp(M) for some p (since 
U U " Xc_S~a+k " for some k and there is a definable map of 1~ onto S,oo+g) so 
UC~XeM.  
- u u p~(M)+L<K ' We remarked at the end of Section 4 that if a ~ 3' < K, a E.lt3~.~ \Jr3 
Then Lemma 5.29 shows that a e Y.o,(J~). So we conclude. 
Corollary 5.20. I[ N is a mouse, BeN,  then for 3`<K °~P(3`)VIJt~s+t = 
~(3`) n ~.,,(J:fi. 
We use these results immediately to prove: 
Lemma $.21. Suppose M is an iterable premouse. Then M is acceptable. 
Proof. By induction on v<a,  where M=J~{. Let N=fld' .  Suppose that 
P(~I) C-IJ u u .... t~Ad,,. If "q~K there is m such that 0"~<-<-~7 and a X,.(N) map of a 
subset of -q onto N; call it g. Let Ii, be the <jy. -least map in J~  of N onto 
S~, , : .  Let/;]..--- ];,g. So suppose "O<K. Then by Lemma 4.9 ,~0g}<-fl for some m. 
By Lemma 5.19 J~!., = rudNnu(N). As in Lemma 5.21 define C,, unbounded for 
n < (o so i f /~ = Core(N/, N =/~,  h is a multiple of co ~: Take i least such that i is 
a multiple of o; ~ and K~ > rl. 
Claim. There is a £,,(Nf) map f of a subset of "q onto Nf, 
Proof. By induction hypothesis N is a mouse. Hence Lemma 5.17 holds for 
Core(N). Let m be least such that p~< rl. 
h~r(Jo~ U {K~: j < i} U {Ps,:}) =/~f. 
Ano for m'>n(N)  
N~'""(dp;~., td{p~ '*~})= N(,~', 
50 
~l'~'"(J,,:,~,, u{p~'  '~ '~) = N?'" .  
Let g,. be the resulting map of o~p#, onto Jo~" Clearly the definition of g,,, 
depends only on m. Then define 
~ : [ . ,~]<~ x ,.,oo:~ x 0, × [ , ]<~ --,. _,q; 
by 
where u 
~(u, x, i', v)=.-- hs,:(i', (g.,(x).  p~;. .,,,,, . . . . . .  ~,,;..,, J, . . . . .  i,,))) 
,-" {i~ . . . . .  i,}, v = {j . . . . .  j,,} and io is the least i o such that Ki,,~ ~0- 
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Then let g* ~_ N '  ma~ ~1 onto [~o~'] <" × (o0# × e~ x[rl] <'0. Our map is f=  ~g*; call 
this map ~,,,v 
The ~roof of the claim establishes a little more: let [Ix be the map ~ of the 
proof. Then the function g'0L u, x, i', v) = ~(u,  x, i', v) is 2~ definable from g,. So 
for any m, letting/~,,,~ have the same S,, delinitiotl as (,,,7 over N'  (from D,- rather 
then p~,) we have: 
0) ~(n,  a)= z,*,,,~(a) is %(N'), 
(2) if p',~ < ~, then /~,~,~ maps ~1 onto ~r'~./Q~. 
Define 
X, ....... ={(8, e , j ) :8<,~ and N'l=4~;'(8,]~,,,(rt, s))} 
where {$;'} enumerates the ~,~ formulae. Clearly X,,.,,,.. is definable from ~1 over 
N'. 
Also if x E £,,(N') N P('q), then x ~ X,,(/~f) C'/P(al) so x is definable from parame- 
ters in wi~(/V" so x ={6: (& e, j}~X,, ..... } for some m with ~op~ rl, some j<o), e < 
~1. 
But there are only finitely many distinct p,~ so we can define 
, f~.,,((e, j)*)={8:(&s,j)~X, ........ m least such that ~,p,t ' , ;~r/}.  
Then X,,(N')fqP(~Ic_rng(f;.,), where ( }*:q xo~ e-> ~1. 
Finally note that if u~J,.+~,- u then u N~(ov)~S?.~+~ for some k. If / :o r - - *  
S? ,, [onto) is in 3},{~ , then define f':  ~ov x eo~, --* 2 by 
1 if f ief(y) ,  
f'(-r a)=- 0 otherwise. 
S~> uc&, (N ' )  where f is &, Let 
=~f~,~(O if f;',,,,e u, L(O 
(~ otherwise. 
Lemma 5.22. Let N be a critic:~l premouse with (oj ~ N Then if n = n(N) there are 
relations Ro""  R,, XI(N) in (3) 1 S~JCh that N is a mouse {ff R,~.. .  R.  are welf- 
Ibunded. 
Proof. R:, codes the relation E, for i<  ~o~ defined in Lemma 3.22. Say F2, is the 
relation of Lemma 4.6(c). By Lemma 3.23 there is a relation TU L for i <o~ such 
that, if/~i~ is defined over N~ with the same rnd. definition as /~ over N, then /~ 
is well-founded iff T~ is. R~ codes the TU,, (i<~o 0. Hence if R~- . .  R,, ate 
well-founded N is {ol-iterable, hence fferabte. 
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6. The core model 
Definition 6.1. N is a mouse at K iff N is a mouse and N is a premouse at K. 
Lemma 6.2. There is at most one N such that N is a mouse at ~: and ICr,,I = o0. 
Proof. Suppose N, /~ are two. 
Claim. N --~/~: 
Proof. Let /V=core(N), /~=core(N).  Let (Ni, *r,i, Ki), (Ni, #i~, g~) be the respec- 
tive iterations. Then N=N, , ,  ~'~=/V,o. ~o,=~o,=K. Suppose N~N,  Take 0>~ 
regular. Then N0 ~/qo, So CN,, ~ 1qo. So 
so /V,,, ~cf(K) = o~. Contradiction! 
Similarly if IQ <iN. 
Hence core(N) = core(N); hence N = N~ = ~,, = .N. 
Definition 6.3. 
D={(~,~):  ~CN,  N a mouse at K, IC,,,.t = ~o}, 
D,~ = {(~,l<): ~e C-,,, N a mouse at K, ICNl=w, OnnN<coa},  
K = L[D], 
K is called the core model. 
Examples, (1) It' 0 # does not exist K = L, since there are no mice. 
(2) If 0 # does exist but 0 ## ~oes not, then K =/:.[0"~¢]. 
(3) Suppose LU~ U a normal measure on K. Say (L u,, ~q) is the iteration. Then 
K=UH~'"=n L U,. 
Definition 6.4. Let M be transitive. 
D'~ ={(~, K): ~C~,  N~M,  N a mouse at K, [C,~l=w}, 
D~={(~,K) :~C~,  N~M,  N a mouse at K, On~N<~oa,  ICu~,=o~}, 
K - ]~ (o~/3 = On n M), 
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~uppose N is a core mouse, N~ K,~, ~: regular uncountable. Say (N~) is the 
mouse iteration of N. Set 
Q = O,, = O {N,, : N~ K,~, g a core mouse}. 
N~ = J~, by Lemma 3.25, where F~ is the filter of closed unbounded subsets of K; 
a<~c +. So Q=Jg), 0~<K + and F',ClJ~2 is normal on K in Q; Q, is a limit 
ordinal. 
Lemma 6 .5 .  Oo <<- K, Po  = O. 
Proof. Let 
F={T <C 0~: K<TA(V~'C-K)~(c3)f'I J~'+t~_J~F}. 
c is .W. 
N ~ K~ ---x ,,(~4~ ,,(,',q < --/ON < ~: ~ 0¢~., K. 
So F is cofinal in 0~. If y ~ K J~ is a critical premouse. But F is co-closed so ./~ is 
iterable (Lemma 3.22), and the iteration map is strong. So JsF Is' a mouse. Cj, is 
cub in K. Define f:F---+ ~ by f(3,)=the toth point of Q1',. Then f is E~ ). f is 
one-one by Lemma 6.2. So f-*"K = F_c hg)(K). So ho(K)fflO~ is cofinal in 0~. Also 
Vv<O~ ~°~K (since vesome mouse _O) .  So ]Oj= ho(~:). 
Corollar~ 6.6. O is a mouse. 
Proof .  It i'; a premouse by defini'Jon, l: is critical by Lemma 6.5. It is iterable 
since F is co<losed. The other clause does not apply, since n (O)= 1. 
Lemma 6 .7 .  Po = K. 
ProoL Suppose not. Say P=Po.  Then C=Co is cub in g since C= 
f"l {FClho(J,,)}. Set C~=C C,~, : : t~e limit points of C,~. C'.EF for all n. By 
Corolla D 3.19 C,, is a set of v,~j in:tiscernibles for (O, x)~</,. Set N== F0~t't:n°--- 
ru@no(C% For zC-_~(K)CIN there is n<co such that z~X, (Q) .  But 
FC3X,.t(O):=the set of Xe~(K)C" X,,,t(O) such that C , , \X  is bounded in t<. 
C,, c-N for n < co so (£', F'N fi.!) is an ee.able. That is, fi/= J0 ~) +,. os < K and K r is a 
mouse: if/'~: = core(N), fiJ ~ K~. But this contradicts the definition of Q. (Compare 
the proof of Lemma 5.19.) 
Lemma 6.8. K~ = H ° 
Proof. K, = K~ ) by definition. And K~)cc_ H ° fAIows from the regularity of K. So 
suppose ag3 ,<K with a~Q.  We must show a~K ° If asg ,  then a~LK. 
F t v Suppose a~L. Let 13 be least such ~hat aEJe~,.~\J~. ¢I>~K since aCk  Hence 
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/3>K. By Lemma 5.19 M=J~ is a mouse,  and a~_~(y) f3Z,  o(M). Say "~< pM--~'y. 
Core(M)  ~ K~. Let  (M~, ~i) be the mouse iteration of core(M).  M = M,  and K is a 
multiple of o% Take i the least mult iple of o~ '' with n~ > p,,~. Then 
ae~(3,)NY£,, ,+a(M)=~(~,)f~Z,,+t(M~) (by 3.21) 
and so a ~ K%. 
(Compare the proof  of Lemma 5,21.) 
Lemma 6.9. K/3 >~ to is a K-cardinal, the K~ = H~. 
Proof .  I f /3 = w this is trivial. So let/3 > ~o. Let a _ y <,/3. We must show a ~ K~. If 
aeL  this is t rMal  so assume a6L. Take K least regular ~ with a~K,.  Then 
a~ Q since K~ =H~.  Take 8 least >~K such that a ~J~,_~ ,Y~. Then N=J~'+t is a 
mouse and t,.,~-<,y<(3. So core(N)K</3.  Let (N,K~) the (mouse) iteration of 
core(N),  So ,~L = N, N~ ~K~.~ for !</3, Pick i</3  s?ch that K~ ~>% Then a 
O(~)  C~ N, c_ t< a. 
Corol lary 6.10. K t:- GCH.  
Lenmaa 6.11. Let f3>o~ be a cardi,~a/ in K, K ~ L. Then Ke = t,] {N: Nc K~, N a 
I?lOl, Ise}. 
Proof .  Immediate from the proof  of ! ,emma 6.9. 
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